HeartSafe® SMART Tag Mobile Reporting System
Regular reporting of correct function and readiness of a Public Access Defibrillator for emergency is
as important as its initial provision. HeartSafe® AED Locator provide unique governance systems.
Knowledge that the defibrillator is ready, functional and has been stored according to the manufacturers
recommendations even after several years is key for any Ambulance Services to list it in their operational systems.
Ambulance services need to know that PADs are being regularly checked as a condition of their provision and
ongoing support.
Most Ambulance services allow for details of checks to be uploaded via their trust website. However, checks must
be carried out, then uploaded to the Ambulance service website at a later time. This requires additional effort, not
to mention the possibility of human error in having to remember or make notes. This can be compounded if checks
are being made on multiple PAD locations.
The HeartSafe®SMART Tag Solution
For Defibrillators listed in the HeartSafe® AED Locator network, we can provide HeartSafe®
SMART Tags. These tags are uniquely coded to the PAD location in our database, and are
placed inside the PAD cabinet, or can be placed on the device itself if not in a cabinet.
The tag is designed to allow guardian checks to be carried out instantly at the PAD location,
using a Smartphone or other suitable web connected device*
The tag has both Near Field Communication (NFC) and Quick Response (QR) code. To use the
NFC capability, your smartphone needs to be NFC enabled and simply ‘tap’ the tag to activate.
Where NFC is not available, the QR code is scanned using the camera of your Smartphone and
a suitable free App. For best compatibility, we use the free i-Nigma Barcode and QR Reader
App from the App store to scan our SMART Tags.
* As the system requires web connectivity at the cabinet, the user must have a suitable smartphone or other mobile device,
and a suitable mobile data (GPRS/3G/4G) or Wi-fi hotspot connection. As such, this sytem is not suitable for every installation.
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SMART Reporting for PC, Laptop, iPad, Tablet
Although using the mobile system is our preferred method, we realise that the SMART Tag in the cabinet may not
be suitable for use by every guardian. This may be due to not having a suitable mobile device (Smartphone), or
not having a good enough mobile data / WiFi signal at the cabinet or AED location.
As part of your introductory pack, you will have received an email from us containing a link. This link contains the same unique
identifier as the SMART Tag inside your cabinet, and will direct you to the same guardian checklist for you to complete your reports on
the internet.
If you intend to have multiple guardians to complete checks on your AED Location, you can share this link with them by forwarding this email.

PLEASE NOTE: If you are responsible for checking more than one AED, each separate AED Location will have its own unique SMART Tag and Link.

Please contact HeartSafe® AED Locator if you need us to resend you the link to your AED.

For any more questions regarding HeartSafe® AED Solutions or general questions on AED Locator or Public
Access Defibrillation, please contact us…
HeartSafe® AED Locator (EU) Ltd.
East Barn
Whitecross Farm
Bristol Road
West Harptree
Bristol
BS40 6HQ
Email: enquiries@heartsafe.org.uk
Tel: 01275 333 999

@AEDLocator
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